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Discoveries Reports is a peer-reviewed, open access,
multidisciplinary online journal, publishing high
impact experimental reports, reviews, perspective
articles, and editorials from all areas related to
medicine, biology and chemistry. These areas
include, but are not limited to: Clinical findings,
Clinical Trials, Translational Medicine, Cellular
and Molecular Biology, Biochemistry, Biophysics,
Genomics, Proteomics, Bioinformatics, Systems
Biology,
Biotechnology,
Synthetic
Biology,
Bioengineering, all areas of Chemistry and Ethics in
Science.
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Biology, Bioengineering, Epidemiology, Organic/
Inorganic/ Physical Chemistry and Ethics in Science
Why launching Discoveries Reports is useful?
Taken into consideration the tremendous recent
advances in scientific discoveries and knowledge,
“new high impact platforms for publishing highquality interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary research
www.discoveriesjournals.org/discoveries-reports

and cutting edge discoveries are very much
needed”1.
Together with Discoveries, Discoveries Reports
brings to the research scientific community several
innovations that not only will make manuscript’s
submission and evaluation process faster, but will
also set up the groundwork for establishing standard
rules of critical reagents validation, in order to
address the low reproducibility of the published
results highlighted in several key publications2-6.
Discoveries Reports is supervised by an outstanding
editorial board that aims to implement the following
innovations: the authors can submit their manuscript
in any format they want (only accepted manuscripts
will be modified accordingly), the submission
process is quick and efficient (1 minute or less), the
Cover Letter is optional, and we support the need of
rules for validation of critical reagents (such as
antibodies, siRNAs).
Discoveries Reports will also consider a small
number of selected experimental articles
validating/invalidating highly used reagents in
current publications (ex. antibodies). Discoveries
Reports will also accept a small number of high
impact articles presenting important negative data
of wide scientific interest. We think that these
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special types of articles will be of interest for a
broad audience, will be highly cited, and will have a
significant impact on the validity of the future
published research.
Why is important to also publish selected
experimental articles validating highly used
reagents in current publications?
As previously published1-6, “antibodies, other
reagents, inadequate animal models or cell-based
models/assays, insufficient number of experimental
repeats and statistical inadequacies all contribute to
the low reproducibility of preclinical and clinical
data”1.
Since some critical reagents (such as antibodies)
already used in publications were found to be
insufficiently validated, leading to potential
misinterpretations and erroneous conclusions2-6,
publishing articles which validate selected widely
used reagents of critical importance for scientific
community is very useful. These manuscripts will
not only reveal the best reagents that can be used by
scientific community, but will also expose the
reagents already used in publications that have been
insufficiently validated, thus reducing the published
research irreproducibility.
Moreover, the journals and other entities should
define adequate rules and measures for reagents
validation and their use in publications, in order to
decrease irreproducibility of the already published
research discoveries1. Several publications (such as
Cancer Research), have already included rules for
validation of critical reagents (such as antibodies)
used in submitted manuscripts1,7. Thus, Discoveries
Reports will aim not only to publish manuscripts
describing valuable research undertaken only with
validated critical reagents, but will also help the
scientific community identifying the insufficiently
validated reagents, many of them already used in
publications.
Why is important to also publish high impact
articles presenting important negative data of
wide scientific interest?

research areas, including clinical research and
clinical trials, which involve human safety. Since not
all the negative results are important, our editorial
team will carefully evaluate all the manuscripts from
this article category to ensure that only the negative
data that concerns a broad audience and/or is critical
for a scientific field development will be published.
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The negative data and results most of the time do not
get published or reported. Thus, the scientific
community may spend valuable time and money
performing similar experiments. Moreover, these
results may have critical importance in many
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